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Compact Tokamak Reactors
Part 1 (analytic results)

A. J. Wootton, J. C. Wiley, P. H. Edmonds and D. W. Ross

Fusion Research Center,

University of Texas at Austin,

Austin, TX 78712, USA

We discuss the possible use of tokamaks for thermonuclear power plants, in particular

tokamaks with low aspect ratio and copper toroidal field coils. Three approaches are

presented. First we review and summarize the existing literature. Second, using simple

analytic estimates, the size of the smallest tokamak to produce an ignited plasma is derived.

This steady state energy balance analysis is then extended to determine the smallest

tokamak power plant, by including the power required to drive the toroidal field, and

considering two extremes of plasma current drive efficiency. The analytic results will be

augmented by a numerical calculation which permits arbitrary plasma current drive

efficiency; the results of which will be presented in Part II. Third, a scaling from any given

reference reactor design to a copper toroidal field coil device is discussed. Throughout the

paper the importance of various restrictions is emphasized, in particular plasma current

drive efficiency, plasma confinement, plasma safety factor, plasma elongation, plasma

beta, neutron wall loading, blanket availability and recirculating electric power. We

conclude that the latest published reactor studies, which show little advantage in using low

aspect ratio unless remarkably high efficiency plasma current drive and low safety factor

are combined, can be reproduced with the analytic model.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this document is to present a simple steady state model,

complementing published numerical results, on possible tokamak power plants. Emphasis

is placed on the possible utility of low-aspect-ratio devices, with normal copper toroidal

field coils. Low-aspect-ratio (LAR) tokamaks have been proposed as possible neutron

sources and as maintainable fusion power plants with a competitive cost of electricity [1].

Here the aspect ratio A = R/a with R the major radius and a the minor radius of the

plasma. One of their possible advantages is compactness; a smaller device (either size or

power output, or both) might be built at low aspect ratio A < 2 than at normal aspect ratio

A«3.5 .

In order to achieve the lowest aspect ratios the minimum of material must be used at the

inner equator. This either precludes the use of a neutron shield, or at best permits only a

thin shield, in this location. Superconducting coils cannot be used in the environment of

the fusion generated neutron flux; no poloidal field coils and a normal copper toroidal field

coil inner leg are implied. This copper toroidal field coil inner leg must be considered

sacrificial; with a neutron flux equivalent to « 5 MWnr2 replacement would be necessary

every few months [2].

The literature survey presented below summarizes the results of different groups using

various predictive models to determine the parameters of possible tokamak power plants [3

to 12]. In many cases it is not obvious why a given solution has been found, and in

comparisons between different predictions it is not always clear what parameters have been

held constant. In particular, the literature survey shows emphasis on superconducting coil

devices with A = 4 and normal copper coil devises with A«1.3; normal copper coil

devices with A > 1.3 are not generally considered.

The analytic model presented here uses an assumed scaling relationship for the plasma

energy confinement time, together with various constraints, to deduce an expression for the

geometry of possible ignited tokamaks and power plants. We do not address the cost of

electricity (CoE), which is considered outside the scope of a simple analytic model. Rather

the device with the smallest major radius, and thus the smallest volume, is found as A is

varied. There is an assumed relationship between smaller machine encompassing volume

(the size of the box into which the plasma would fit) and increased attractiveness. The
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results, intended to complement the more sophisticated numerical studies, allow

comparisons between machines of arbitrary A. The particular scaling relation used is due

to Goldston [13,14], and is chosen because of the simplicity of the resulting analysis.

Allowance for various confinement regimes is introduced by a confinement improvement

factor H. Extensions to other scaling relations will be discussed in Part II. Our present

state of knowledge of plasma confinement precludes a better analysis; equivalent

assumptions are used in the already-published studies.

The steady-state energy balance equation ignores radiation losses, which are therefore

assumed either small or to be described by a global energy confinement time. With the

assumed scaling for the energy confinement time, the major radius R of the tokamak is

related to the plasma current Ip, which in turn is related to the safety factor q and the

toroidal field BT. The smallest device is then obtained by operating at the lowest q and

highest BT. If BT is produced by superconducting coils, then the maximum possible value

in the plasma is restricted by the maximum permitted at the coil surface. If copper toroidal

field coils are used, then the maximum value in the plasma is restricted by the power

required to produce the field.

Two considerations impose restrictions on the minimum possible q. First, at normal

A-3.5, experimental observation supported by stability theory requires q > 3. There is

both experimental and theoretical evidence that higher values of q are required as A is

reduced [12,15,16]. If the power required to drive the plasma current was zero (i.e.

completely efficient auxiliary current drive), this restriction would give the smallest

machine. High efficiency current drive might result from using the direct reflection of

cyclotron radiation [17]. The case of totally inefficient auxiliary current drive can also be

considered. In this case the plasma current must be driven by a bootstrap mechanism;

requiring 100% bootstrap current (/ te = 1) generally imposes a higher limit on q than does

stability. Throughout the paper we use 'bootstrap current' to mean bootstrap plus

diamagnetic plus Pfirsch-Schluter currents [18], that is, the part of the plasma current

which need not be produced by auxiliary current drive techniques. Requiring fbs = 1

completely prescribes the pressure and plasma current density profiles, rendering the

analysis presented inconsistent and the machine uncontrollable. Under these circumstances

auxiliary plasma current drive would still be needed, to tailor the total plasma current profile

to that required. Partly for this reason the numerical modeling was developed, which

allows arbitrary current drive efficiencies. Nevertheless the fbs = l limit is instructive,

allowing analytic comparisons to be made between devices with different A. In particular
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it allows a comparison (within the model restrictions) of the size and parameters of the

smallest possible reactor, and of the size necessary to produce a given electric power to the

grid (up to a known limit), e.g. Pgr = 1 GW, as a function of A.

The constraints on BT and q are cast in terms of a permitted recirculating power fraction x>

and must incorporate certain restrictions. The most important of these is the permissible

neutron-power wall loading. Generally it is this, together with the confinement time (the

H factor), which determines the machine size. Second is the maximum toroidal beta (the

ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure) which can be tolerated. For simplicity

we use j3T, the ratio of volume averaged plasma pressure to the toroidal field pressure in

vacuum on axis. This can also be cast in terms of a theoretical scaling, the Troyon scaling,

which explains existing experimental data [19]. The multiplier acting on the scaling

relationship value is called the normalized beta, or fiN. Arbitrarily increasing the H factor

is not useful unless the maximum /Jr permitted is also increased. Lastly is the restriction

that the plasma density n does not exceed the experimentally deduced empirical upper limit,

the Greenwald density limit [20], while the plasma temperature T remains within the

validity of the approximations used.

Finally, we note that the analysis presented considers only the efficacy of the final ignited

state. That is, we do not discuss the feasibility or practicality of attaining this state - is there

any route, let alone a cost effective route, to ignition?. Also, the stability of the final ignited

state is not discussed.
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2. A Survey of Low Aspect Ratio Reactor Designs

A survey of various reactor designs has been completed, concentrating on results

since 1990 [2 to 12]. A number of low-A studies were identified which included an

estimate of the cost of electricity (CoE). Comparable studies for standard aspect ratio

(normal-A) designs and for a spheromak reactor [8] are included. The most complete

studies are those by the ARIES group, using the Aries System Code (ASC) and by Perkins

and Galambos et al., using SuperCode. Table 1 is a summary of the basic parameters

associated with each design. Many of the designs described are extracted from ongoing

programs and so represent a snapshot in time of the project progress; later iterations may

improve the predicted performance.

A number of points are to be noticed. We consider first the normal-A superconducting

designs, concentrating on the Aries/Starlite studies. With the passage of time the machine

size has in general been reduced, primarily by including advanced tokamak scenarios (i.e.

increased confinement, high j3T, highfys) with a corresponding reduction in the cost of

electricity (CoE). The most attractive design is the Reversed Shear configuration; this also

has the most physics uncertainty associated with the need to maintain the reverse shear

profiles and high bootstrap fraction through some mix of external current drive scenarios.

Second we consider the low-A designs. The Aries/Starlite low-A LAR designs can be

most accurately compared with the normal-A results; however the LAR designs are for a

copper toroidal field magnet with a 0.3 m shield while the standard designs are

superconducting. Overall the trend, with the passage of time and improved reality in the

models, is for an increase in predicted size and CoE. This trend is mainly due to the more

proper inclusion of the cost of the recirculating power associated with the resistive toroidal

field center post and the current drive requirements (a feature of low-A designs is the

extremely large plasma current). The most recent design LAR-2 has essentially 100%

bootstrap current.
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Table I. Parameter Summary for Selected Reactor Studies

Study

SS3

RS3

FS3

PU3

Aries-IA4

SSCD5pN=4

SSCD5pN=6

EEF-R211

Aries-I4

LAR-26

GA-Demo7

LAR-13

CSR8

TARTR9

STR1 0

TARR-a11 '12

TARR-b1 1 '2

TARR-c11 '2

TARR-d11-2

TARR-e11 '2

TARR-g1 1 '2

Yr

95

95

95

95

94

94

94

92

90

96

96

95

94

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

A

4.0

4.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

2.87

3.21

3.8

4.5

1.25

1.4

1.25

1.25

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.3

R

m

5.8

5.5

7.8

7.9

7.4

6

5.1

5.3

6.7

5.0

2.1

5.6

1.67

1.42

1.4

2.26

1.97

1.79

1.87

1.96

1.61

K

1.8

1.8

1.6

1.6

2

2

2.3

3.4

2.2

2.3

2.7

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

2.3

MA

7

10

13

15

11

21

13

17

11

40

25

39

48

29

22

35

30

25

25

28

23

fbs

%

87

84

57

34

65

37

62

65

100

90

85

70

75

65

66

67

62

58

100

H

(a)

2.9

2.1

1.7

2.4

1.8

1.9

2.6

1.8

3.0

3.5

2.4

2.6d

0.8

Id

1.5d

1.2d

1.3d

1.8d

PN

5.3

4.1

2.9

2.7

3.2

4.0

6.0

3.2

6.4

7.9

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.3

3.0

3.5

PT

%

3.0

4.0

2.0

2.5

2.3

7.2

9.3

7.6

1.9

36

62

39

10

>50

rn
(e)

4.9f

5.4'

2.7 f

2.2 f

2.1

2.6

3.5

4.2

3

2.2

3.9f

18

10

9.4

6.5

6.3

5.8

7.2

X
%

17

14

29

6

28

20

28

63

63

16

33

38

46

50

50

39

CoE

(b)

78C

81C

102c

123C

108

130

103

65

116

132

60

85

99

137

150

151

114

Pgr

GW

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.0

1.3

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.5

1.2

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Notes: (a) ITER-89P scaling [21] unless stated otherwise.
(b) mill/kWeh, unless otherwise stated w/o safety credits (LS A = 4).
(c) Costed in 1992 $.
(d) H factor with respect to Rebut-Lallia scaling [22].
LSA Levels of Safety Assurance, for which credits are taken in the CoE where

noted in the particular reference [23].
(e) average first wall neutron energy flux, MWnr 2 , unless otherwise noted.
(f) peak first wall neutron energy flux, MWnr 2 .
Other symbols are defined in subsequent sections.
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Aspect Ratio vs. Major Radius
for Various Studies

PU

Copper TF

LAR-1
LAR-2

, TARR range

ft GA-Demo
•-TARTR
STTR

Superconducting TF • Aries-1A
Aries-1

SSCDp=4

• SSCDp=6
• SS

EEF-R2 • R3

1 2 3 4 5
Aspect Ratio

Figure 1. The major radius Ro against aspect ratio A for various reactor designs. The data
point labels are identified in Table 1 and in the list of references [2 to 12]. The open box is
intended to cover the range of TARR parameters.

Figure 1, in which the major radius of the various designs considered is plotted as a

function of aspect ratio, summarizes the studies discussed. It is concluded that the designs

for normal-A (A ~ 4 ) and for the two most recent low-A devices (LAR-1 and LAR-2)

with A = 1.25 now have essentially the same major radius Ro for equivalent generated

power. However the normal-A devices have a lower CoE. Both these trends reflect no

advantage to low-A designs. Indeed, the machine encompassing volume

(i)

where K is the elongation, is larger for the most recent low-A designs than for the most

recent normal-A designs. This is because, even at constant RQ and K, Vm increases as A

decreases.

There is a grouping of low-A designs with A«1.25 and RQ « 2 m in which Ro is

significantly less than the value of both the most recent LAR-1 and LAR-2 designs, and

less than all the normal-A superconducting designs. The most detailed information for

devices within this low-A grouping exists for TARTR [9] and TARR [11,12]. These all

operate at comparatively low safety factor (q ~ 5), and produce the required plasma current

8
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by a mix of bootstrap current and highly efficient auxiliary current drive using reflected

radiation [16]. This untested scheme relies on the small cyclotron power loses (« 1 MW)

and asymmetric reflecting walls, to drive ~ 10 MA of plasma current. The CSR is a

spheromak design, with assumptions outside the scope of the analysis presented later.

To conclude this section, the literature survey shows that a low-A, steady-state, copper-

magnet reactor would be larger (a larger Vm) and more expensive (larger CoE) than a

normal-A superconducting magnet reactor. This result is driven by the requirement for

large plasma current at low-A and the need to minimize recirculating power and hence for

large bootstrap fractions. The exception is if a very efficient current drive scheme can be

used, in conjunction with a low value of safety factor. These conclusions are supported

by, and understandable from, the analysis presented in the following sections.
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3. The Analytic Model

An equation relating the major radius of an ignited tokamak to the safety factor and

toroidal field is derived. Constraints are then applied relevant to either normal copper

toroidal field coils, or superconducting coils, and the geometry of the smallest device

found. Although the analysis allows many parameters to be derived (e.g. power to the

grid), we concentrate on those related directly to the geometry.

3.1. Power Flows

Here we present the analytic model of a steady state tokamak and tokamak power

plant, which allows us to deduce the minimum device size. The emphasis is on devices

with normal copper toroidal field coils, although superconducting coil devices are

discussed. The power flows considered are shown in Figure 2. The externally supplied

power to the plasma, P£*, is the sum of the additional heating power PH and the power

required to drive the plasma current, PCD. The power required to produce the toroidal field

is PTF. The alpha particle power, assumed all deposited in the plasma, is Pa. The neutron

power Pn is converted to electric power Pel with an efficiency fel. The electric power is

converted to heating, current drive and toroidal field power with efficiencies fH, fCD and

fjp. The power to the grid is Pgr No benefit is taken for the heat generated in producing

the toroidal field, or the heat incident on plasma facing components (=

The plasma stored energy W is determined by the total heating power (= PH + PCD + Pa)

and an energy confinement time tE. That is, we assume that any auxiliary current drive

power not only drives a plasma current, but also heats the plasma. We will also assume

that both the heating and current drive power degrade the energy confinement time. While

other losses (e.g. Bremsstrahlung, synchrotron radiation) would occur in practice, we

assume for simplicity that they are covered by the confinement time scaling relationship.

3.2. Machine Architecture

Here the objective is to derive an expression for the major radius of an ignited deuterium-

tritium fueled tokamak. We utilize the parameter F=Pa / ( W / T £ ) ; F is related to

On = PnlK* by Qn « 4F/(1 - F), with the factor 4 appearing because Pn » APa. If there

is no auxiliary current drive power then the condition for ignition is 0,=°° or F = 1.

With auxiliary current drive the condition is modified, as discussed later.

10
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p _ pext
OUt in

TF

Figure 2. The power flows and efficiencies considered. fd is the efficiency of conversion
from neutron power (Pn) to electric power Pel. The efficiencies of conversion from
electric power Pd to toroidal field power (Pjy), auxiliary current drive power (PCD) and
heating power (PH) are fTF, fCD and fH. The plasma is heated by PH , the alpha particle
power Pa, and PCD to produce a stored energy W and energy confinement time TE.

23
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T (keV)
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Figure 3. The (cross section times velocity) for D-T reactions, integrated over a
Maxwellian distribution. The points are taken from a table given in Glasstone and
Loveberg's 'Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions', the solid line is the fit
(<rv)(m3s-1) = l.0SxlQ-24T2(keV).
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For a D-T plasma the power associated with the alpha particles (the alpha power) produced

is Pa = ̂ n^^QjyjdV, where QDT = 3.5 MeV = 5.6xK)-13 W. For a D-T Maxwellian

plasma with the reacting temperature T between 5 and 20 keV, Figure 3 shows that the D-T

reaction rate (crv) «= T2. The alpha power Pa can then be written as (for equal deuterium

and tritium densities, no = nf)

(2)

where V is the plasma volume (V = IJ^KR^CI2 for an elliptic cross-sectioned plasma;

corrections for triangularity are found in Appendix 1), (...) denotes a volume average, the

profiles of density n(nv3) and temperature T(keV) are given by the following functions of

/„ and y r :

and

accounts for fuel dilution. Unless otherwise specified, n denotes electron density. Then,

= 3.2xl0-22(«r)T (3)

where

accounts for pressure dilution. Using energy balance we obtain

sv
(4)

where Pz = Pa + PCD + PH is the total heating power (external plus alpha).

To proceed further, an expression for P £ x\ /V in terms of A is required. Consider

scaling relations for xE of the form proposed by Goldston [13,14];

tE(s) = cHL <a(m)a°, (5)

12
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where for L mode c - 3.7xlO-5V2.5/1.5, with the factor in the square root accounting for

the isotope effect for a D-T mixture, CCR = 1.75, and aa = -0.37. The factor H describes

any improvement in confinement over L mode. No explicit density or toroidal field (BT)

dependence is considered. The form of the scaling with power is important, because in this

particular case F is independent of power. The parameters OR and (Xa are left free in order

to investigate how their uncertainty affects the final results. Using Equations (4) and (5),

we find that

=
2 x +Yn + yTf

3V
(6)

in MKS units. The objective is to observe how this parameter varies as A is reduced, with

certain constraints applied. Equation (6) can be written approximately as F <*= (lp A) ; that

is, reducing A degrades F, and the loss must be made up by using a larger Ip.

The plasma current Ip in Equation (6) is assumed to be restricted by the edge safety factor

q, which is taken in the form of a fit to numerical and analytic low-A equilibria [24]:

(7)

with the large aspect-ratio (cylindrical) part given by

2m'
(8)

(Throughout this document we use q rather than qyto denote the true safety factor.)

The plasma surface is described by the equation R = Ro + x with x = acos(a + 8 sin a)

and y = aK1 sin a , where 8 is the triangularity and K the vertical elongation of the cross

section (see Appendix 1). Note that q as written does not give the correct limit as A —> °°,

but is well suited to the values of A considered here. The toroidal field BJO in Equation (8)

is the vacuum field at the plasma geometric axis, which is given by

wbA (9)

13
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where wf, is the distance between the plasma inner equator and the TF coil (i.e. the shield,

or blanket, thickness). That is, Bfo is related to the field Bxieg at the inner toroidal-field-

coil leg. For much of the work described we will assume no shield at the inner equator

(giving advantage to low-A), so that

BT0 = BTle
(A-l)

(10)

The expression for the plasma volume (see Appendix 1), Equation (6) for F, Equations (7)

and (8) for the plasma current in terms of the safety factor q, and Equation (9) for the

toroidal field, can be combined to give the major radius required to produce a specified F at

a given aspect ratio,

(ID

where

(12)

and the functions fj(A), f2(S,A) andf3(S,K) are

(A-lf
(13)

f2(5,A)- 1- — - — (13a)

(14)

Because 2 a # - 1 + 2ap = 1.76 = 2 we can approximate the solution of Equation (11) by

(15)

14
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In the case of no inner shield (toroidal field given by Equation (10)), then the exact solution

is

(16)

The major radius Ro is a function of aspect ratio A, confinement characteristics (c, H, CCR,

aa), the profiles (yj, yn), the impurity dilution (g, g2), the shaping factors (K, 5), the

operational value of safety factor q and the toroidal field at the TF leg surface Bjieg- The

parameters F, q and Bjieg must now be chosen. Finding below that F = 1 for ignition

(when PCD - 0) then we seek relationships between Ro, q and Bjieg-

3.3. Constraints

3.3.1. Normal Copper TF Coils

In this case we are working with Equation (16) (i.e. no inner shield, advantaging

low-A). To choose the parameters q, B-fleg, and F we consider the constraints imposed by

the power required to produce the toroidal field using copper coils (PTFX and by the power

to drive the plasma current (PCD)- That is, we assume TF coil cooling is possible, and that

there are no TF coil material strength problems. These assumptions advantage low-A,

where they are more questionable. A working constraint is that the total auxiliary power

required should be a (small) fraction of the total electric power of the reactor; we write the

recirculating power fraction as (see Figure 2)

_
_ PTFI fTF + PCDIfCD _ PTF/ fTF + PCDI f

CD (17)

where we have assumed specified efficiencies of conversion,/7y and/c£), from electricity

to either PTF or PCD- We have also assumed that any additional heating P# = 0, valid for

the constraints of the analytic model.

In the following analysis we consider two limiting cases where PCD = 0> namely

completely efficient and completely inefficient auxiliary current drive. In the first case

(completely efficient) then clearly PCD = 0; the idea of using reflected radiation to drive the

plasma current [16] is approximated by this assumption. In the second case (completely

inefficient) then the only way to drive the plasma current is by a bootstrap effect. In this

15
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case no auxiliary current drive is needed (or can be tolerated), so again PQD - 0- Under

these circumstances F = 1 defines ignition, and

X = TF

JTFJel'n

(18)

We will show that, in the case where PQD = 0, a restriction to Brieg is obtained by

restricting %. To specify % requires invoking either a neutron wall loading limit, or a beta

limit. Concerning restrictions on q, there are two possibilities. First, if auxiliary current

drive is completely efficient, we can choose any q > qmin> where we take qmin — 3-2.

Secondly, if auxiliary current drive is completely inefficient, then we must rely on

bootstrap current. In this case the requirement that/fo =1 and a knowledge of the beta

limits defines q. While such operation is unlikely, it places a simple bound on the machine

architecture and allows analytic scalings to be found. These restrictions (on current drive

efficiency) are relaxed in Part n , to be published later; it is then found that reasonable-to-

optimistic current drive efficiencies lead to values of major radius approximately half way

between the two analytic limits considered here (see Appendix 2).

The conversion efficiency from neutron power Pn to electric power Pei is given by a

futuristic fel = 0.4 for that part of the surface area S covered with a nuclear breeding

blanket. This assumes that the neutron wall loading is poloidally symmetric; numerical

calculations find any wall loading asymmetry to be typically < 30%, and approximately

independent of A [25]. Because we have utilized no inner blanket to obtain low-A, but

rather utilized the space for the copper TF coil, the overall conversion efficiency is reduced

from 0.4, and can be approximated by (see Appendix 1)

fel
<

,.0.13

%A
(19)

This assumption advantages low A over normal A.

3.3.1.1. TF Coil Power

No inner equatorial nuclear shield is considered; easy TF coil replacement is

assumed. For a central TF leg of height 2Ka and radius at the equator R$-a, the power

consumed in producing the toroidal field is approximated by

(20)
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where (see Appendix 1)

(21)

The power consumption in the outer TF legs is assumed negligible, because they can be

made with as large a cross section as is necessary. The parameter fCu is the fraction of the

TF leg area (assumed independent of height) made of conductor, the remaining fraction

being used for cooling. We assume fCu = 0.7. The function f 1 - g-13a>^-M describes the

reduced TF leg resistance possible if the full aperture is used (hereafter called a 'Didcot' TF

leg); co = 1 for a plasma with an elliptic cross section, and CD = °° (any value > 1 is a

sufficiently good approximation) for a triangular plasma with 6 = 1 . We further assume

that it is possible to remove the heat generated in the TF leg by water cooling, and that in so

doing the resistivity r\ = 2x1 0T8 Q-m. We do not consider the power required to pump the

cooling water.
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3.3.1.2. Auxiliary Plasma Current Drive Power

The plasma current Ip required for equilibrium and confinement must be produced

by non-inductive means because of the preferred steady state operation, and the lack of

space for any inductor. The power PQD required is written as

rCD ~p
rCD

1CD
TICD

r ft f \
1P\l Jbs)

(22)

with a dependence on volume averaged density (n) such that low density plasmas have a

higher driven current for a given power. To avoid explicitly involving density as a

parameter, we can replace the density with the fraction fn of the Greenwald limit

(n 11020)max = I (MA) I {ita2), with n the line of sight averaged density:

fn =
n 11020 10~14 m 1( '4

IPA 2(r(3/2+7n))
(23)

so that

(24)

where the term in [ ] in Equation (23) including gamma functions converts between line

averaged and volume averaged densities. Written in terms of the parameters considered as

variables, namely Bjieg, q, Ro> K and 8, this becomes

0 6 2

2 2

(25)

The bootstrap fraction/^ is written as

(26)
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where the poloidal beta value is

(27)

and the suitably averaged poloidal field is given by

=fMT
Kim)

+ K2)
(28)

For normal-A devices, with peaked current density profiles and edge-to-central safety

factor ratios qa/qo> 1.5, values a~ 2 are possible [26]. However we are interested in

low-A with large bootstrap fractions, which necessitate hollow current density profiles; the

current is driven in the region of pressure gradient. Note that operating low-A at low q also

requires hollow current density profiles. With q = 3.2 at the edge the delineating aspect

ratio between peaked and necessarily hollow current density profiles is that aspect ratio for

which the current density profile is flat and central qo = 1, i.e. where qcyi« 1 (Equation 8)

and A « 1.4.

By comparing predictions of a 1-D spreadsheet (which calculates the bootstrap fraction

based on the equations of Hirshman [27]) with various optimized advanced tokamak

scenarios, Table 2 shows that a generous estimate is a^ ~1. The average coefficient for

the normal aspect ratio cases is a^ = 0.6 ± 0.2, while for the low aspect ratio cases it is

abs =0.76 ±0.02.

Table 2. Bootstrap fractions of projected devices

Device

T P X 2 8

Reactor SS3

Reactor FS3

Reactor PU3

Reactor RS3

NSTX29

NSTX3(>

Reactor LAR3

Reactor STREAC196

A

4.5

4.0

4.0

4.0

3.5

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

K

1.95

1.80

1.60

1.60

1.80

2.00

2.20

2.20

3

fbs

0.93

0.87

0.57

0.34

0.88

0.77

0.81

0.79

1.00

PvaH
1.35

2.34

0.77

.63

1.05

0.97

1.06

1.06

1.35

A abs

0.69

0.37

0.74

0.54

0.84

0.79

0.76

0.75

0.74
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In the limiting case where fi,s = 1 the bootstrap current requirement can now be considered

to supply a constraint on q, namely (see Equation (26))

2/Jr(l + K2)
(29)

3.3.1.3. Wall Loading

Tokamak reactors suffer from large power fluxes to material surfaces. The general

problem is characterized by the power carried by the neutrons per unit first-wall area, or

wall loading. This ratio is calculated using the surface area (see Appendix),

S « 2;r2^a(l + K)(1 - 0.135K:0 ^A"1), which is the appropriate first-wall area for large A

where a blanket surrounds the plasma. At low A there is no blanket at the inner equator,

and the area of a spherical shell could be more appropriate. However, because the area

associated with the inner major-radial wall becomes vanishingly small as A -> 1, the error

introduced by using the elliptical version is small.

Material availability restricts the possible neutron power per unit area to values

(30)

where Fn< 5 to 10 MWnr2. This, together with the surface area S, imposes a maximum

neutron power Pn. By further imposing a value of %, (Equation (18)) and utilizing

Equation (20) for P777, a constraint on Bjieg is implied.

3.3.1.4. Beta Limits

An alternate restriction to the maximum possible neutron power is a beta limit. Two cases

are considered, namely an absolute beta and a normalized beta restriction. We use the

definition fiT = AjiQkbg2{nT) I B^.Q (kb is Boltzmann's constant), that is, with respect to the

applied toroidal field, on axis, in vacuum. At low-A the correct volume averaged total field

is larger than BJO, and the total beta (with respect to the volume averaged total field) can be

as small as half that quoted here.

The neutron power (Pn « 4Pa ) from Equation (2) expressed in terms o
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P.= (31)

By imposing a restriction to the absolute /? T < ^ 7 ^ ^ we restrict Pn, and through Equation

(18), Equation (20) and Equation (31) obtain a relationship between Bjieg and Ro; that is, a

restriction on

A normalized beta limit is usually more appropriate. In this case we assume that a

limiting value of fir exists, which can be written as [19]

(32)Na(m)BT0(T)'

Then using Equation (7), Equation (8), Equation (31) and Equation (32) the neutron power

can be written as

P < 1.11 X104 ̂ l*
L22-— Y

A ) 8
Y

A ) 8

(33)

Using this expression together with Equation (18) and Equation (20) provides a

relationship between Bjieg and Ro, that is, a restriction on

There is one further constraint, imposed by the analytic model used for the cross section

(see Figure 3). Because this approximation is only good for T < 25 keV, and because

there is a maximum density limit attainable (the Greenwald density limit, Equation (23),

with/n < 1), there is an additional beta limit. Rather than derive expressions for the

machine architecture associated with this limit, checks are imposed after a particular device

is designed to ensure that this limit is not exceeded, namely that

12 IPA2

(34)

where To ̂  is the maximum value of T on axis which is consistent with the fitting. Values

for Ip and BTO m terms of the variables q and Bjieg must be used (see Equation (7),

Equation (8), and either Equation (9) or Equation (10)), so that (with Equation (10))
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1.22-
0.68

(A-i/i-fI")

(34a)

# is taken as either qm/n or given by the restriction/fo = 1 (Equation (29)).

3.3.2. Superconducting TF coils

Although this paper is primarily concerned with normal copper TF coils, we

compare the results with those for a superconducting system. For a superconducting TF

system an inner shield i c p l m must be used, so that Equation (15) is relevant. As in the

normal copper case, there are three parameters which must be further constrained, namely

the safety factor q, the magnetic field at the TF leg Bjjeg, and F.

In the superconducting case we take Bjieg a constant (e.g. 13 T) and ignore the TF power

requirements, so that PJF = 0. Concerning auxiliary plasma current drive, the same two

limiting cases as discussed previously can be solved, namely completely efficient and

completely inefficient auxiliary drive. For the completely efficient current drive, the

smallest superconducting TF case is approximated using Equation (15), with q = qmin

(taken as 3.2) and Bfieg = 13 T, and (because PCD = PTF = 0) F = 1. For the completely

inefficient current drive, 100% bootstrap plasma current must be considered (fbs =1)

which imposes a relation between q and j8; again PCD = 0. In both cases the recirculating

power is not a relevant parameter.

In this way closed expressions are determined for the smallest superconducting device.

The output power is determined by the neutron power, given by Equation (30) (wall

loading), Equation (31) (absolute beta), Equation (33) (normalized beta), or Equation (34)

(Greenwald limit). When dealing with superconducting devices there are two further

modifications. First, wherever Brieg appears it must be replaced by

BTleg (l - wbA I RQ (A -1)) to allow for the inner shield. Second, because of the inner shield,

the conversion efficiency from neutron power to electric power is taken as fei = 0.4,

independent of plasma geometry.
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3.4. Analytic Results - Copper TF Coils

Here we present the analytic formulae relevant for devices with normal copper

toroidal field coils, together with graphical examples which depict the scaling of major

radius with aspect ratio. For these graphs we use the nominal values listed in Table 3,

which also includes values used when considering superconducting coils. The values

chosen are intended to be representative of those used in the various studies which were

summarized in Table 1. Variations in certain parameters, in particular the recirculating

power fraction %, wall loading Fn, /3w, and fir, will be considered.

Table 3. Values used in determining variations of major radius with A.

Parameter
aa

OCR

c
H

Zi

\

TT
K

5

fTF

fel

fCu
BTleg(T)

q
X
PN

pT
rn(Wm-2)

Superconducting TF
-0.37

1.75

4.778x10-5

2

6

1.5

1

1

2
0.3

0.4

13
3.2, or defined by fbs = 1

0.31, 0.62

3,5
0.5, 1

2x106, 5x106

Normal Cu TF
-0.37

1.75

4.778x10-5

2

6

1.5

1

1

2

0.3

0.8

0.4(0.5 + x:013 / (7tA))(l + 0.38K-°-5)

0.7

defined by restriction to %

3.2, or defined by fbs = 1

0.31, 0.62

3,5

0.5, 1

2x106, 5x106
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3.4.1. Completely Efficient Auxiliary Current Drive (r\CD = <» )

In this case we are free to choose any q > qmin, which is taken later as 3.2. There

are then two equations to be solved, for Ro and Bfieg.

3.4.1.1. Wall Loading Limit

Using the concepts discussed in Section 3.3.1.3, together with Equation (16), we

obtain unique expressions for Bjieg and Ro of the smallest device limited by wall loading,

in terms of the recirculating power fraction %, namely

BTleg,T ~

2aR+2aa-\
4aK+4aa

(35)

and

+ yn + y r ) 2 " 0.138K025 A-1)

2aR+2aa

(36)

0.32
For typical values of aa and aft we f ind^^p »= (^Fn) , i.e. the toroidal magnetic field

can be increased and a smaller machine built if a higher recirculating power fraction (x), or

higher wall loading (Fn), is permitted. Also Rr <*\q2 / xTnH
2] . That is, increasing the

allowed recirculating power fraction %, wall loading Tn, or confinement factor H, or

decreasing the allowed safety factor q, allows a smaller machine to be built. Figure 4

shows Rpas a function of A, for two values of x and Fn. Rp decreases with decreasing

A, showing that smaller devices are possible at low A than at normal A in this limit of

completely efficient current drive efficiency.
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=0.62 ;£= 2x10

£=0.31; 1^=5x10

.%=0.62;rn=5xl0

Figure 4. The major radius Rp of a wall-loading-limited device, with completely efficient
current drive, as a function of aspect ratio A. Values of recirculating power fraction % and
wall loading Tn (in Wnr2) are indicated; other values used are found in Table 3.

3.4.1.2. Absolute p Limit

Using the results discussed in Section 3.3.1.4, together with Equation (16), we

obtain the expressions for Bjieg and RQ of the smallest device, limited by an absolute beta

PT, in terms of the recirculating power fraction %•

2aR+2all-l

The associated major radius RB is found as

•-1*»*=i)A5fi(8,K)
1

8.7^0' - e- 3-2aR-2aa

(38)

For typical values of aa and CCR we find Rp <* [//2 / q2filx\ • Therefore increasing the

maximum allowed /? j decreases the machine size, as does increasing the safety factor q or

decreasing the confinement factor H. Thus Rp and Rr have very different dependencies

on H and q. Figure 5 show Rp as a function of A, for different % and px Note that the

horizontal scale is different from Figure 4.; in Figure 5 we concentrate on low A. We see
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that restricting the absolute pj value imposes a lower A limit. At larger A , if J3J- was the

only restriction, very small device could be operated.

R
(m) X =0.31 ;pT=0.5

X=0.31 ;ftj,=l

=0.62 ;PT =0-5

X =0.62 ;py=l

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Figure 5. The major radius Rp of a jS^ limited device, with completely efficient current

drive, as a function of aspect ratio A. Values of recirculating power fraction % and absolute

beta /Jjare indicated; other values are found in Table 3.

3.4.1.3. Normalized p Limit

Using the results discussed in section 3.3.1.4, together with Equation (16), we

obtain the expressions for Brmax and Ro of the smallest device, limited by a normalized

beta, in terms of the recirculating power fraction %.

2as+2aa-l
4 a x +4<x0 - 6

(39)

The associated major radius R^ is found by substitution of Equation (39) into Equation
(16):

L.39*101V2H2[(l - e- 'iA -1)'2 A
(40)
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That is, for typical values of CCR and aa, RpN °c (H2 I fiNx) '• increasing fa or % reduces

machine size, but increasing //increases machine size. Note that R^ is the only one of the

three restricted major radii considered so far that is independent of q; therefore the same

expression will apply to a /Jjv-restricted machine with 100% bootstrap (obtained by

operating at high q). Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of R^, on A for different values of

fa and %, other values used are listed in Table 3. As for the fa limit, the fa limit imposes

a value of A below which a device cannot be operated. However, it also imposes a high-A

restriction. For the example shown with % = 0.31 and fa = 3 the fa -limited R shows a

clear minimum with A = 2. As either % or fa is increased the minimum becomes broader,

i.e. less sensitive to the value of A, illustrating one advantage of increasing fa.

10

R
(m)

1.5 2 . 5 3 .5

Figure 6. The major radius ityjjv of a fa limited device, with completely efficient current

drive, as a function of aspect ratio A. Values of % and fa are indicated; other values used
are found in Table 3.

This section is summarized by noting that the major radius of the smallest device with

copper TF coils and completely efficient current drive is given by the largest of the three

values so far considered, namely Rp, Rffrf and Rp- The results are shown in Figure 7 for %

= 0.31 and 0.62, fa - 3 and 5, and the maximum jSj = 1; other conditions are given in

Table 3. Note that fa=l corresponds to a true total beta value = 0.5 at low A, where Bj

is large. In all cases the accessibility of low A is restricted either by the fa or the fa

limit. For small % (= 0.31) and small fa (= 3) the fa limit is restricting throughout the A-

range, and there are obvious gains in producing a smaller device by utilizing low A.

However if fa is increased from 3 to 5, with % maintained at 0.31, then the wall loading

limit applies over the A range considered (except at the lowest A). If % is now increased

from 0.31 to 0.62 then wall loading limits over most of the A-range considered (except at

the lowest and highest A's).
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10

R
(m)

6

Figure 7. The major radius of the smallest device, considering j8, /J/v and Fn limits, for % -

0.31 and 0.62, /?# = 3 and 5, other conditions as given in Table 3.

The variation of toroidal field at the inner leg with A can also be derived, as the minimum

of the three values discussed {Bneg,r-> ^Tleg.p and Brieg./iN)- The results are shown in

Figure 8. Increasing % allows higher fields; increasing /?# removes the limit appearing at

higher A. With the parameter values chosen the maximum fields required (= 12 T) are very

reasonable.

20

leg
(T)

15

10

Figure 8. The magnetic field at the surface of the toroidal field leg, corresponding to the
cases considered in Figure 7.

The required plasma currents (7^) are deduced using the analytic expressions for the

different R's and BjiegS in Equation 7, and results are shown in Figure 9. Any gains (in

allowing smaller devices) at low A are achieved at the expense of requiring large plasma

currents, and so far no account has been taken of the current drive efficiency. Only at the

lower x and lower J3JV do the curves become distinguishable. This is because under these
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circumstances the largest plasma current is determined by the fa limit; increasing either fa

or x ensures that the maximum plasma current is determined by the wall loading limit.

JU

(MA)

30

20

10

2 3 4 A 5

Figure 9. The plasma currents lp corresponding to the cases considered in Figure 7 and
Figure 8.

3.4.2. Completely Inefficient Auxiliary Current Drive (f]CD = Q)

3.4.2.1. Wall Loading Limit

This will turn out to be the most interesting case. The toroidal beta value fiT

appears in Equation (29) for the bootstrap current fraction fbs. When fiT is restricted by

wall loading, we obtain from the definition of wall loading (Equation (30)) and from the

neutron power (Equation (31)) the expression

yr))

1.83xl07iy*i (A-l)4 Kf2{S,A)
(41)

Using Equation (41) in Equation (29) we obtain an expression for the safety factor required

to obtain
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q =•

( A 1 ) nr

'- i1'A'

which we write as

where

.A.

x-

(42)

(43)

(44)

Now we have three equations to solve, for Bfieg,, Ro

, (Equation (35)) and RQ (Equation (36)) as

q. We write the equations for

(45)

where

f2(8,A)

4 7 7 ( 1 - -
(46)

and

(47)

where
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2(yn + yT))Kfz(d,A)

n + yTf fM)MS,K)(l + K)(I - 0.

The solution to Equation (43) through Equation (48) is

I
2aK+2aa

(48)

0.3 rj-0.8

r-1.2

where we have written

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

That is, we have completely determined the smallest machine to operate with fbs = 1, the

smallest machine which needs no auxiliary current drive. The variations shown in

Equations (49) through (51) are for the standard values a/? = 1.75 and aa = -0.37. The

major radius of the smallest device with/fo = 1 is independent of the recirculating power

fraction %, but increasing % increases Bjieg.rbs and qrbs- This lack of a dependence of

Rrbs on x means that the power to the grid, Pgr = feiPn{\ ~X)~ fei^nO- ~ %)•> *s controlled

by changing X' i-e- by changing Bjieg.rbs- Increasing confinement (increasing H)

decreases Rrbs, BTleg.tts and Qrbs- Increasing the permitted neutron wall loading Fn

decreases Rrbs, but increases

Figure 10 shows the scaling of/? with A for the nominal values listed in Table 3, with Fn -

2xlO6 Wnv2 and 5X106 Wnv2. Comparing the results with the cases for r\CD = «> {Figure

4) we find the major radius is now larger, and increases as A decreases. This is because the

safety factor required to provide fbs = 1 is very large at low A, as shown in Figure 11.

However at normal A , q can reach the assumed lower limit (q > 3.2). Although R is not

dependent on the recirculating power fraction, q is. That is, changing x does not change

the minimum device size, but does change the safety factor (and toroidal field). There is a

very weak dependence of q on Fn which cannot be distinguished in Figure 11.
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10
R

(m)

6

4

;=2io'

2 3 4 A 5
Figure 10. The device major radius R as a function of aspect ratio A for a fully bootstrap-
driven case. The neutron wall loading Tn = 2xlO6 Wnr2 and 5xlO6 Wnr2; other
parameters are found in Table 3.

20

15

10

2 3 4 A 5
Figure 11. The safety factor q associated with operating with/fo = 1, for the cases shown
in Figure 10.

For completeness we show in Figure 12 the toroidal field at the TF leg associated with the

cases discussed above, and in Figure 13 the associated plasma current Ip. It is not possible

to distinguish the separate plasma currents. However the toroidal field at the TF leg

increases with decreasing A, increasing wall loading, or increasing recirculating power. At

the lowest A's considered, values Bjieg > 20 T are required.
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CD.

20

eg

15

10

X=.62,I>5

,=-62,rn=2

X=0.31,I>5

2 3 4 A 5

Figure 12. The toroidal field Bfieg at the TF leg surface, for the conditions discussed in
the text. Fn is given in

50

30

20

10

2 3 4 A 5

Figure 13. The plasma current Ip for the conditions discussed in the text.

3.4.2.2. Absolute p Limit

We require the three equation for Ro, q and Bjieg- In the case of jS j limitations the safety

factor is written as (see Equation 29)

(53)

where

_
""4 "" 2(1 + K2)

(54)
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The equation for major radius (Equation (38)) is rewritten as

Rp = (55)

where

i

8.7*10' 3-2aR-2aa

-1)4(/2(<5, A))2

Substituting for q from Equation (53) into Equation (55) gives

(56)

(57)

Then for typical values Rpbs <*= [H21 XPT) • The other equation (for Bjieg,pbs obtained

by substitution for q from Equation (53) into Equation (37)) is not interesting, because we

will find that the strong dependence of Rf&s on A precludes operating in the P ^limited

regime.

Figure 14 depicts the A-scaling of the absolute beta limited major radius, for different % ^ d

PT • The two cases with % = 0.31, fir = 1 and % - °-62, PT = 0.5 lie on top of each

other. As for the cases with 7]CD = °° , the absolute beta limit can be considered to impose

a lower-A limit to the smallest device.

10
R

(m)

1.05 1.1 1.15 1.2

Figure 14. The major radius of the smallest absolute beta limited device, for % - 0.31 and

0.62, fix = 0-5 and 1, as a function of aspect ratio A.
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3.4.2.3. Normalized p Limit

The major radius

is directly applicable to

1.

found previously (Equation (40)) is independent of q, and so

= 1 case. That is,

- if A~ 3-2a,,-2aa

(58)

That is, RpNbs °= [H11 PNx) ; the dependence on A is as shown in Figure 6. To solve for

BiiegBNbs and qpNbs Equations (39) and Equation (29) (rewriting in terms of /?# from

Equation (32), using also Equation (7) and Equation (8)) must be used. However, the

results are not interesting, because we will find that the strong dependence of RpNbs o n A

precludes operating in the $v-liniited regime.

10

R
(m)

6

4

C=031;Pi^5

1.2 1.4 1.6 1 .8

Figure 15. The major radius of the smallest device, allowing for normalized beta

absolute (/Jr) and wall loading (Fn) limits to performance for a fully bootstrap-driven
machine. Values used are % = 0.31 and 0.62, fa - 3 and 5, Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2, and PT =
1 (which is not restricting). Other values used are found in Table 3.

This section is summarized by noting that the major radius of the smallest device with

copper TF coils and completely inefficient current drive is given by the largest of the three

values so far considered, namely Rpbs^ /̂3/V bs a11^ Rrbs- The results are shown in Figure

15 for Fn = 5xl06 Wnr2 , % = 0.31 and 0.62, /?# = 3 and 5, and the maximum PT = 1,

other conditions as given in Table 3. Note that fir= 1 corresponds to a true total beta value

~ 0.5 at low A, where j8j is large. However J3J = 1 is never limiting for the cases

considered; the accessibility of low A is restricted by the $v limit. For small % (= 0.31)
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and small fa (= 3) the fa limit is restricting throughout almost all the A-range. If fa is

increased from 3 to 5 then the wall loading limit (independent of x) applies over almost all

the A range considered (except at the lowest A).

3.5. Analytic Results - Superconducting TF coils

Here we use the concepts outlined in Section 3.3.2. Because the purpose of this

paper is to discuss normal copper TF coils, we only provide the variations in major radius,

and do not provide details of other parameters, such as Ip.

3.5.1. Completely Efficient Auxiliary Current Drive (t]CD = «>)

In the case of completely efficient current drive we obtain Equation (15), with F = 1 and q

= Imin- The power output is determined by either wall loading or j3 limits, but not the

machine size, and /?5C-/?„„„ <^{qlHBjle^ . The results apply only for

A > 1 / (l - wb I Rsc) . Figure 16 shows the scaling of Ro with A, for a realistic case with

w j = l m , and an unrealistic case with wb = 0 m. This latter case can be considered as the

smallest machine which can be built if neither plasma current nor toroidal field must be paid

for. That is, it can be considered as the smallest device which could be used to study the

physics of an ignited tokamak.

\

I
\
\

wb=0

10

R
(m)

Figure 16. The major radius of the device in which the toroidal field and plasma current are
not paid for. Broken line, with a i m blanket, and solid line, without a blanket. The safety
factor q = 3.2, and the toroidal field at the toroidal field leg is 13 T. Other values used are
found in Table 3.
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3.5.2. Completely Inefficient Auxiliary Current Drive (r]CD = 0)

3.5.2.1. Wall Loading Limit

In the case of completely inefficient current drive we must restrict q by imposing/^

= 1. In the case of wall loading limited operation (that which is generally applicable) then,

from Equation (11) for Ro and Equation (43) for q (with Bjieg replaced by

we obtain

,2a-l

4g-2
\4a-3

(59)

where

_( f2{8.A)
(60)

That is, RscXbs «= ( # ' 6rn"°4). Note that there is no dependence on recirculating power

fraction %, as in the normal copper case. No dependence on Bjieg appears, although

changing Bjieg does change the power output to the grid. Figure 17 shows the dependence

of R on A for two values of Fn . Note that the analysis is only valid for A > 1 /(l - wb

« 1.25 for the examples shown.

10

R
(m)

rn=5xi(

Figure 17. The major radius for a wall loading limited superconducting device, fully
bootstrap-driven, with Fn = 2xl06 Wnr2 (broken line) and 5xlO6 Wnr2 (solid line). Other
parameters are given in Table 3.
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3.5.2.2. Absolute Beta Limit

In this case we utilize Equations (11) for Ro and Equation (53) for q, and obtain

i

( fr \2a-l _^L_ w A

\-0.S7

(61)

That is, Rscphs - R^ <* {fiTH2B^eg) . Figure 18 shows the A dependence for f}T = 0.5

and 1; there is little difference between the two cases. As in all other examples of fir

limiting cases discussed, an effective lower limit on A is imposed.

10
R

(m)o

Figure 18. The major radius limited by absolute beta, for fir = 0.5 (broken line) and 1
(solid line); other parameters are given in Table 3.

3.5.2.3. Normalized Beta Limit

We must derive an equation for q in terms of /J#. Using Equation 53, with

replaced by the maximum value predicted by Equation (32), we obtain

where

+ 2d2 -1.253))

Utilizing Equations (11) for RQ, and Equation (62) for q, we obtain

(62)

(63)
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(64)

That is, RscfNbs - / ^ n <* (PNH2B^,eg) . Figure 19 shows results for fa = 3 and 5; the

major radius increases as A decreases.

10

R
(m)

Figure 19. The major radius limited by /?#> for Av = 3 and 5. Other parameters used are
given in Table 3.

This section is summarized by noting that the major radius of the smallest device with

superconducting TF coils and completely inefficient current drive is given by the largest of

the three values so far considered, namely Rsc,l3bs> Rsc.pNbs and Rsc.rbs- Figure 20 shows

results for /J/y = 3 and 5, the maximum j3r = 1, and Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2; other conditions as

given in Table 3. Note that as discussed before fij = 1 corresponds to a true total beta

value ~ 0.5 at low A, where f}j is large. However j3j = 1 is never limiting for the cases

considered. The broken line (/?# = 3) is determined solely by the j3/v -restricted radius.

However as /fo is increased to 5 then the f$N limit only applies for A < 1.6; above this

wall loading is the determining factor.
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10

R
(m)

6

4

Figure 20. The major radius of the smallest device with a superconducting TF system,
allowing for normalized beta (/?#), absolute (/J^) and wall loading (Fn) limits to
performance for a fully bootstrap-driven machine. Values used /}# = 3 and 5, Fn = 5xlO6

Wnr2, and fir= 1 (which is not restricting). Other values used are found in Table 3.

3.6. Summary of Analytic Results, and Optimization

Table 4 is a summary of the equations derived for the smallest tokamak power plant

under various conditions.

Table 4 Summary of equations for minimum major radius

wall loading

beta

normalized beta

Normal
Copper

Equation (49)

Equation (57)

Equation (58)

Normal
Copper

TlcD=°°

Equation (36)

Equation (38)

Equation (40)

Super-
conducting

Equation (59)

Equation (61)

Equation (64)

Super-
conducting

r\cD=o°

Equation (15)

Equation (15)

Equation (15)

Figure 21 shows results for both normal copper TF (solid line) and superconducting TF

(broken line) for PN= 3.5, Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2, for both the/fo = 1 (completely inefficient

current drive, R independent of %) and for completely efficient current drive with % = 0.62.

Also shown as a dotted line is the superconducting, completely inefficient case (fbs =1)

with Fn = 2xlO6 Wnr2. Considering first the superconducting cases, then although there

is a small decrease in R as A is decreased in the completely efficient auxiliary current drive

case, the machine encompassing volume Vm always increases as A is decreased
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1 ) 2 / A 3 ) . Considering the normal copper cases, only the completely

efficient auxiliary current drive case exhibits a smaller R as A is decreased.

10
R

(m)
superconducting
rinefficient
jfficient

efficient
ifficient

Figure 21. The device major radius for both superconducting (broken line) and normal
copper (solid line) TF systems, for completely efficient (lower branch) and completely
inefficient (fbs = 1, upper branch) auxiliary current drive. The comparisons are made for
j3/v= 3.5, Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2, for both the/fo = 1 (completely inefficient current drive, R

independent of x) and for completely efficient current drive with % = 0.62. Also shown as

a dotted line is the superconducting, completely inefficient case with Fn = 2xlO6 Wnr2.
Other values are given in Table 3. The points correspond to the detailed studies presented
in Table 1.

The usual operational mode is restricted by wall loading, or almost so, because of the

strong dependence of the major radius on aspect ratio in the beta-limiting cases. It is

shown in Part II (see also Appendix 2) that, for presently obtained values of auxiliary

current drive efficiency, the major radius lies approximately half way between the two

limits considered here in Part I. Then neither the superconducting nor the normal copper

devices discussed above show any advantage in utilizing low A; Vm increases as A is

decreased. The only counter example to this is if the scheme proposed utilizing reflected

radiation to drive current is practical. Then it is permissible to invoke the limit of

completely efficient current drive, and advantages in using low-A normal copper coils are

possible. However, the reduction of a factor « 2 in Ro which follows for normal copper

devices when A is reduced from ~ 4 to « 1.25 means that Vm is only reduced by « 20%.

That is, a lot of difficulties have been added for very little advantage.

Also shown in Figure 21 are the data points for the designs described in Table 1. Note that

the values of the variables necessary to deduce the analytic results (i.e. the values in Table

3) were chosen to represent typical values used in the detailed designs (i.e. the values in
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Table 1). The low-A points, all for normal copper coils, are well described by the relevant

simple model (solid lines). In particular the TARR designs [11,12] with the reflected

radiation-driven plasma current correspond to the completely efficient current drive

(allowing low q) while the LAR designs [3,6] correspond to the completely inefficient

current drive (fbs = 1, high q). The normal-A superconducting points all lie above the

relevant analytic results (broken lines). The most relevant analytic case to consider for

superconductors is the completely inefficient current drive limit, with fbs = 1 (Section

3.5.2). The discrepancy is then at least partly reconciled by noting the strong dependence

of the major radius with wall loading Fn (see Section 3.5.2.1 and Figure 17). The analytic

curves described so far were derived for Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2 , while many of the detailed

designs (see Table 1) use Fn < 3xlO6 Wnr2. That is, we have maintained Fn a constant

for the comparisons between superconducting and normal copper coils, while the detailed

designs do not do this. The dotted line in Figure 21 shows the effect of decreasing Fn

from 5xlO6 Wnr 2 to 2xlO6 Wnr 2 for the superconducting,/^ = 1 case (completely

inefficient current drive). The device major radius increases, and now there is better

agreement between the analytic model and the detailed studies.

In the limit of fbs = 1 the size of both the superconducting and normal copper devices is

independent of the recirculating power fraction. This allows the power to the grid to be

controlled, independent of machine major radius. This in turn allows a comparison

between machines of different aspect ratio, but producing the same power to the grid, up to

a value restricted by the product of the wall loading, the surface area and the conversion

efficiency fei. (Note that up to now we have not worried about the power to the grid in

comparisons between devices). Therefore, for the cases considered, there is no advantage

in utilizing low A either for devices in which any power to the grid is acceptable, or for

devices in which a specified power is required, as long as that power does not exceed the

maximum permissible at a given A. Figure 22 shows the power to the grid Pgr for % = 0

(i.e. the maximum possible) as a function of A for wall loading limited (Fn = 5x10^ Wnr2)

superconducting TF and normal copper TF devices. Then for example devices with Pgr =

0.5 MW can be designed with normal copper TF as long as A < 2, and from Figure 21 we

see that the optimum device (smallest Vm) in the range A < 2 is at A = 2.
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(GW)

0.5

\
superconducting

Figure 22. The maximum possible electric power to the grid Pgr for both normal copper
TF (solid line) and superconducting TF (broken line), for fully Dootstrap-driven devices,
restricted by neutron wall loading to Fn = 5x10^ Wnr^.

To advantage low-A, we next consider cases in which the normalized beta and elongation
are allowed to increase with decreasing A . We choose fiN = 9/ 4A and K = 3.5 I^A. The

results for t he /^ = 1 case are shown in Figure 23, and there is remarkably little difference

between the superconducting device and the normal copper device over most of the A-range

shown. Also, although there is a slight decease in /? with decreasing A, it is not enough to

produce a Vm which decreases with decreasing A.

10

R
(m)

1
\^ superconducting

I
\

^normal

Figure 23. The major radius of devices with superconducting (broken line) and normal

copper (solid line) TF systems, and 100% bootstrap current, with f5N=9l4A,

K = 3.5/ VA, Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2, and other parameters as given in Table 3.

To demonstrate further that allowing large variations in Kand 8 at low A can decrease Ro,

but not Vm, we show Figure 24a and Figure 24b. Here are plotted contours of Vm as a
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function of xrand 8 for A = 3.5 (Figure 24a) and A = 1.25 (Figure 24b), in both cases for

normal copper TF coils, major radii limited by wall loading to Fn = 5xlO6 Wnr2. In both

cases we observe that at fixed A increasing either K or <5 reduces Vm, although the gains

achieved by increasing 8 at A = 3.5 are small. There may be other advantages of increasing

8 such as increasing the /?# limit, but a sufficiently high $v has already been achieved

experimental: the wall loading is limiting. Referring to Figure 24a), with a normal aspect

ratio A = 3.5 we can expect to operate with K< 1.8 to avoid axisymmetric instabilities, so

that Vm < 500 m3. Referring to Figure 24b), we find that at low A it is not possible to

achieve Vm < 103 n r 3 , even with K = 3.5 and 8=1. Again we find that there is no

advantage in operating at low A in the limits considered here

l

0 .2

1.5 K 3 .5

Figure 24a). Contours of Vm as a function of elongation xrand triangularity 8, for a wall
loading limited copper TF coil system with/fo = 1; aspect ratio A = 3.5.
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0 .6

0 .4

0 .2

1.5 K 3 .5

Figure 24b). Contours of Vm as a function of elongation K and triangularity 5, for a wall
loading limited copper TF coil system with^5 = 1; aspect ratio A = 1.25.

Finally we discuss the effects of increasing the H factor for the case of a normal copper TF

system wi th /^ = 1. H can be increased until the j3/y and Fn limited radii are equal. We

consider the case which advantages low-A, namely (5N = 9 / V A , K = 3.5/A/A , Tn = 5xl06

Wnr2, and other parameters as found in Table 3. Equating the two radii we find that for A

~ 1.5 then H < 5, otherwise the /J# limit is exceeded. There is only disadvantage in

increasing H further at low A. This is illustrated in Figure 25, in which Vm is shown as a

function of A for different H factors, for cases with fiN = 9l4A, K = 3 .5 /VA, Fn =

5xlO6 Wnr2, 5 = 1 , and other parameters as found in Table 3. As H is increased the high-

A fa limit moves to lower A, and ultimately completely determines the device volume. For

the conditions chosen there is a value of H = 5.5 where A » 1.6 is optimum, but a smaller

volume Vm could have been chosen at lower H and higher A (e.g. H = 4, A = 2.5).
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Tm
(m3)

600

400

200

Figure 25. The machine encompassing volume Vm as a function of aspect ratio A for a
normal copper TF coil system,/^ = 1, with f3N = 9/A/A , K = 3.5/VA, 5 = 1, Fn =
5xlO6 Wnr2, and other parameters as found in Table 3. Results are shown for different H
factors.
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4. Scaling from a Given Design to a LOVJ-A Copper Coil
Design

Here we demonstrate that, given any reference reactor design, it is possible to

assess whether a smaller copper coil device can be built at low aspect ratio. Consider a

reference reactor (subscript 1) of known power to the grid Pgri, known geometry (Aj, Rj,

aj, Kj, 8j), known wall loading (Fy) and known profile factors and dilution (ynj, yn, gi).

We will determine if a device with a smaller machine encompassing volume Vm can be

built, with the same power to the grid and the same or smaller wall loading, at low A. We

proceed as follows:

Known geometry of reference reactor => Vmj known

Let machine encompassing volume of test device be Vm2 = <pVm].

Choose aspect ratio A2 , elongation K2 and triangularity 82 of test (low-A) device.

=> major radius R2((p,A2>K2,§2) of the test device.

=> volume Vp2(<p,A2>K2>82) and surface area 82(^2,^2,82)

=> (with T2 = Fi) fusion powers Pn2(<P>A2,K2,<h) and P02(9,^2,^2,82)

Pn2((p,A2, ^2,62) => (with Pgri and fei2(A2, ^2,82) the electric power

Pel2(A-2, K2,82) and the recirculating power fraction %2(<p,A2, K2,82),

=> (-with.frF2) the TF power PTF2( 9^2,^2,82)

=> Bm2(<p,A2, K2,82) and BTieg2(<p,A2, *2> h.)

2,62) => (with Vp2, dilution, profiles) pressure P2(9,^2,^2,82) and

energy ^2(<?M, ̂ 2, §2)

=> (with BT02) PT2(9,A2,K2,82), TE2((P,A2,K2,$2) = W2/P<x2

a) completely inefficient current drive (100% bootstrap):

=» safety factor q2(q>,A2,^2,82)

b) completely efficient current drive:

=> safety factor #2 = 3.2

=> (with geometry) Ip2(<P'A2,^2,^2)

=> (with Bf02, geometry, maximum To>max) the maximum j3 (either Troyon limit,

or Greenwald limit)

That is, the properties of the test device (subscript 2) are now completely specified as

functions of (p, A2, K% and 82. The test device with the smallest encompassing volume at
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a given A is found by reducing <p, allowing K2 and 82 to vary over specified limits, until fi

reaches the maximum allowed, either the Troyon limit or the Greenwald limit.

Figure 26 shows an example, in which the test reactor has Vmj - 909 m3, F/ = 5 MWnr2,

and Pgri = 962 MW, values typical of superconducting reactor scenarios. Plotted is the

minimum possible <p and the associated H factor (with respect to the Goldston scaling

value) against aspect ratio A. The allowed variations in geometry are 0 < 8< 1 and 1 < K<

3.5NA, with /3/v = 9/VA. This assumed dependence of the maximum permissible Kon A

gives great advantage to low-A. For the example with completely inefficient current drive,

or 100% bootstrap current, then Figure 26a shows (f> > 1 for all A, and the smallest low-A

device is larger than the normal-A device. Even if completely efficient current drive is

possible, then Figure 26b shows that 0 > 1. In all cases the H factor is reasonable, and

drops below 1 for the completely efficient case (Figure 26b)

geometry optimized

1.5 2.5

Figure 26a. The minimum <p and H factor as a function of A of a test reactor, 100%

bootstrap current (completely inefficient current drive) for a reference case in which Vmj =

909 m3, Fi = 5 MWnr2, and Pgrj = 962. The optimization is performed for 0 < S< 1 and

1 < K:< 3.5/N/A, with pN = 9/VA.
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Figure 26b. The minimum (p and H factor as a function of A of a test reactor, q = 3.2

(completely efficient current drive) for a reference case in which Vm] = 909 m3, Fj = 5

MWm-2, and Pgri = 962. The optimization is performed for 0 < S< 1 and 1 < K:< 3.5/VA,

with pN = 9/VA.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

First, a survey of various tokamak reactor designs shows that they fall into three

regions of (R,A) space. The superconducting devices are clustered around (R ~ 6 m, A «

4). The low-A normal copper devices, or ST's, are found either around (R ~ 5 m, A ~

1.3), or around (R ~ 2, A « 1.3). In order to understand these groupings, an analytic

model for the size of the smallest tokamak reactor has been presented. This model is not

intended to supplant detailed studies, but rather to provide an understanding of various

limits and scalings. Using a steady state energy balance, together with a simple scaling

relationship for the energy confinement time, the machine architecture is found as a

function of, in particular, safety factor q and toroidal field BT- These in turn can be

specified for two limits of auxiliary current drive efficiency, either completely inefficient

(so that reliance must be placed on bootstrap current, which restricts q) or completely

efficient, so that q can be chosen at will. Results relevant both to copper toroidal field

coils, with the attendant ohmic losses in the toroidal field coils, and superconducting coils,

are presented. The copper coil model is expected to be more accurate than the

superconducting coil model; the dominant ohmic losses in the copper toroidal field coil are

well represented, whereas many losses in the superconducting system are ignored.

Three restrictions are imposed, due to wall loading, normalized beta and absolute beta

limits. In addition it is verified that the density and temperature are consistent with the

Greenwald limit and the fit to the reaction cross sections. Table 4 then summarizes where

the relevant equations describing the size of the twelve machines can be found, given the

coil type (normal copper or superconducting), the current drive efficiency limit (completely

efficient or completely inefficient), and the relevant restriction. Appendix 2 shows that

using a presently achieved auxiliary current drive efficiency of T\CD - lxlO19 AW^m*2

leads to results closer to the analytic completely inefficient limit than to the analytic

completely efficient limit; more details of arbitrary current drive efficiency, and other

scaling relations, will be presented in Part n.

The analytic results are used for three purpose; a discussion of the published reactor design

geometry, a comparison between normal copper and superconducting coil reactors, and

optimization of low-A copper toroidal field coil devices. First, comparing the detailed point

designs with the analytic model show that the three groupings in (R,A) space are readily

understood (see Figure 21). The low-A points, all for normal copper coils, are well
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described by the relevant simple model. In particular the TARR designs [11,12] with the

reflected radiation-driven plasma current correspond to the completely efficient current

drive (allowing low q) while the LAR designs [3,6] correspond to the completely

inefficient current drive (fi,s = 1, high q). The normal-A superconducting points are also

approximately described if allowance is made for the differing neutron wall loading values

assumed.

Second, the possible advantages of low-A copper coil devices over superconducting coil

devices are discussed. The published detailed studies show a reduction in R of

approximately a factor three can be achieved if very efficient auxiliary current drive is

invoked at low A , but is not invoked for the normal-A superconducting case. Part of the

reduction is because the low-A copper devices often utilize a larger neutron wall loading

than the superconducting devices; without this a reduction in R of approximately a factor

two is possible. However, if it is considered that it is not R which is important, but rather

the machine encompassing volume Vm, then any reductions in Vm, even with very efficient

current drive, are minimal.

Third, optimization of device size using the analytic model results is presented. Although

formulae and scalings relevant to superconducting devices are given, the emphasis here is

on low-A normal copper toroidal field coil systems. In most cases the neutron wall loading

Fn is the restricting parameter, with existing fa limits being sufficiently large that their

effects, namely restricting very low A and high A, are not significant. For completely

efficient current drive Rr «=\q2 /%TnH
2] . That is, increasing the allowed recirculating

power fraction #, wall loading Tn, or confinement factor H, or decreasing the allowed

safety factor q, allows a smaller machine to be built. For completely inefficient current

drive Rrbs « H~16T^°Ax°- The major radius of the smallest device with/fo = 1 is thus

independent of the recirculating power fraction %, but increasing % increases the field at the

toroidal field leg Bjiegj},s and the safety factor qn,s. This lack of a dependence of Rfbs ° n

X means that the power to the grid, Pgr = felPn{l- x) = fei^ni^" X)> 1S controlled by

changing X-> i-e- by changing Bjieg.rbs- Increasing confinement (increasing H) decreases

s> BTleg.fbs a n d qrbs- Increasing the permitted neutron wall loading Fn decreases

si but increases Bjiegjbs. H can only be increased until the fa and Tn limited radii are

equal; further increases in H increase R.

We observe that at fixed A increasing either elongation K or triangularity 8 reduces Vm,

although the gains achieved by increasing 5 at A = 3.5 are small. In an attempt to

advantage low-A, the normalized beta and elongation were allowed to increase with
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decreasing A . We chose fiN = 9/VA and K = 3.5/-/A. For the completely inefficient

current drive case the results [Figure 23) showed little difference between the

superconducting device and the normal copper device over most of the A-range considered.

Also, although there was a slight decease in R with decreasing A, it is not enough to

produce a Vm which decreases with decreasing A. Only for the completely efficient current

drive case (Figure 21) were advantages in obtaining reduced Vm at low-A. For these very

optimistic conditions there is a value of// = 5.5 where A ~ 1.6 is optimum, but a smaller

volume Vm could have been chosen at lower H and higher A (e.g. H = 4, A = 2.5).

The final conclusion is that, if low-A devices are to be used as power plants, then the only

advantageous route to low machine encompassing volume presently envisaged, as

demonstrated both by the published designs and the simple models descried here, is to

invoke large elongation, large wall loading, and very efficient (approaching completely

efficient) current drive schemes.
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7. Appendices

7.1. Surface Areas and Volumes

The plasma surface is described by the Equation R=R0+x with

jc = acos(a + 5sina) and y = aKsina, where 8 is the triangularity and xrthe vertical

elongation of the cross section. This geometric description is a good fit to the analytic

equilibria found in [??].

Surface area. This is approximated by the fit

The 8 dependence is weak.

Ratio of outer to total surface area. This ratio is used to calculate the

fraction of neutrons available for electricity generation (assuming a uniform wall loading).

It is approximated by the fit

Souter _ f 1 • *
S ~ 2

0.13

which is exact for a circle, and accurate to better than 5% for 8=0. The dependence on 8

is very weak.

Volume. Performing an expansion in 8, we find

{ 4A S)

Again, for the aspect values of interest, the 8 dependence is very weak.

TF coil inner leg resistance. This is defined by the integral

dyf ay
HR-a(y)-wbf

where wb is the inner blanket thickness, and a1 is the horizontal distance between the

plasma center (at RQ) and the plasma surface, a function of the vertical height y. The
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integration is from the lowest to highest points in the plasma, and the resulting power

consumed is well approximated by the expression

TF

where

and

Anin — '

l-e -13O>JA-A oin j

The dependence on d is important, and retained in all calculations. For 6 = 1 the

expression reverts to that for a straight cylindrical column, the most resistive case.
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7.2. Arbitrary Current Drive Efficiency

In this work (Part I) we have dealt with one particular scaling relationship, and two

extremes of current drive efficiency, and found we can understand the geometry of the

published reactor studies. An important consequence is that only if completely efficient

current drive is invoked can gains in reducing the machine encompassing volume be

achieved by using low-A and copper toroidal field coils. Even in this extreme the

reductions in Vm are small, e.g. 20%.

Part II of this work will detail numerical calculations of the smallest copper coil device with

arbitrary current drive efficiency and with many different scaling relationships. Here we

show only one of the numerical results, namely that the analytic limits are validated by the

numerical calculations, and that a realizable current drive efficiency (TJCD " lxlO19 AW^m-
2 [2 to 12]) produces a device with a major radius approximately half way between the

values predicted by the 'completely inefficient'/^ = 1 case and the 'completely efficient'

case considered in Part 1.

R
(m)
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Figure 27. The major radius R of the smallest copper coil device as a function of aspect
ratio A. Solid lines: analytic model, both completely efficient and completely inefficient
limits. Points: values obtained from the numerical calculation for three different current
drive efficiencies, 7}CD « lxlO17 AW^m"2 (marked as 17), T\QD ~ lxlO19 AW-W 2

(marked as 19), and I\CD ~ lxlO20 AW^m'2 (marked as 20). The broken lines are curves

of constant machine encompassing volume Vm (constant K). Other parameters are as
described for Figure 21, and found in Table 3.

Figure 27 shows a comparison between the analytic and the numerical results. The analytic

results (solid lines) were obtained with the parameters used to construct Figure 21, that is
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H = 2, rn = 5 MWnr2, % = 0.62, #v = 3.5 and ic= 2, with other values found in Table 3.

The numerical results allowed Fn, x, PN an<^ K to vary up to the values used in the

analytic work. In addition, the numerical model allowed PCD to vary, and the smallest

device was then found at any given A. Three different current drive efficiencies were used

in the numerical modeling; a very efficient X]QD - 1020 AW-*nr2, an intermediate TJCD -

1019 AW-'m"2, and an inefficient T\CD = 1017 AW-'m"2. The analytic limits and the

numerical results with the extreme values of TJCD are in reasonable agreement; the

numerical results obtained using the typical value of T]QD tie between the two analytic

limits. Also shown in the figure, as a broken lines, are curves of constant machine

encompassing volume Vm for constant K. That is, they represent R «= A/(A -1)2/3. The

upper curve, labeled a, is drawn through a point with R = 5.5 m, A - 4, that is, a point

representative of the superconducting coil designs available in the literature (see Table 1).

The lower curve, labeled b, is drawn through a point with R = 2 m, A = 1.3, that is, a

point representative of the lowest R normal copper coil designs (see Table 1).

Any designs with a major radius R below curve a then have a smaller machine

encompassing volume Vm that the superconducting machines considered in the literature

(although note that the designs in the literature advantage low-A by using a higher neutron

wall loading at low-A). Therefore advantages are found at the lowest A ~ 1.3 only if very

efficient current drive schemes are invoked (with T]CD > 102^ AW'^nr^). Any designs

with R below curve b are designs with a smaller Vm than the most optimistic normal copper

coil ST's considered in the literature. Then with A ~ 4 there is than a normal copper coil

design with Vm smaller than that of the lowest A cases. Whereas the lowest A, lowest R

cases in the literature invoke remarkably efficient current drive, the copper coil case with A

« 4 would require only an inefficient current drive system, relying instead on a high

bootstrap fraction. That is, the optimum device is a high field, normal copper coil machine

relying on a high bootstrap fraction.
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